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A b s t r ac t
The frequency of twin gestations has substantially expanded over the past decades, primarily due to maternal age at the time
of conception, and the use of assisted reproductive techniques. Twin pregnancies sum up now approximately three percent of
all live births.
The incidence of monozygotic (MZ) and therefore monochorionic (MC) twins is approximately 1:250 pregnancies.
The high risks of monochorionic twins are intensively associated with the angioarchitecture of the common placenta and the
presence of interfetal vascular network.
Chorionicity is definitely the fundamental element in multiple pregnancy results. Whichever echographic clue suggests the
presence of twin gestation, should constitute the investigation of chorionicity a primacy.
The proportional rise of the hazard in MC correlated with dichorionic (DC) twins, is of a significance analogous to that of multiple,
in comparison with singleton pregnancies.
Diagnosing an MC twin pregnancy has essential obstetric significance, part of which impacts the pregnancy and also restrains
some therapeutic choices.
The aim of this review is to highlight current key points in the diagnosis and management of MC twin pregnancy, on one hand,
and also to discuss contemporary challenges regarding this type of multiple pregnancies.
Keywords: Anastomoses, Chorioamnionicity, Complications, Imbalance, Management, Outcome.
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B ac kg r o u n d

1,4

Chorionicity is definitely the fundamental element in multiple
pregnancy results. Whichever ultrasound (US) clue suggests
the presence of twin gestation, should constitute the
investigation of chorionicity a primacy.1 A twin pregnancy is
no longer a novel occurrence.2
The prevalence of multiples has permanently expanded
over the past decades, encompassing different statistics to
double, triple, or even overthrow these numerary degrees
worldwide.1
These aspects are primarily due to maternal age at the
time of conception, and the use of assisted reproductive
techniques.1,3
Twins sum up now approximately three percent of all
live births, and the US performs as an indispensable aspect
in the management of these increased-risk pregnancies.4,5
Every embryo is genotypically determined to differentiate
anatomically, during embryonic evolution, with trophoblast
and a suite of amniotic layers.6,7
In MZ twin pregnancy the embryonic disk is shared,
and placentation in this situation is in turn, conditioned
by the time at which this cleavage comes out in relation to
the abstract instance of fertilization. If the splitting occurs
in the blastocyst between the 3rd and 8th days after
fecundation of the ovocyte, when solely the trophoblast,

not the amniotic chamber will be distinguished, the two
embryos will relate in different measures to the same
placenta and will each have their own amniotic sack, resulting
monozygotic-monochorionic-diamniotic (MZ-MC-DA) twin
pregnancy.1,3,6,8–11
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Onwards, if splitting occurs afterwards, between days 8th
and 13th, when the amniotic sack is continuing differentiation,
th e m o n oz yg oti c- m o n o ch o r i o ni c- m o n o amni oti c
(MZ-MC-MA) variant emerges.1,3,6,8–11
Conclusively, if embryonic splitting takes place after the
13th day of fertilization when the embryonic disk is fully
differentiated, the embryonic separation will be deficient,
in variable degrees and at different points, causing the
conjoined twins.1,3,6,8–11
It is unanimously acknowledged that morbidity and
mortality are appreciably elevated in twin pregnancies when
compared with singleton ones.
The proportional rise of the hazard in MC correlated with
DC twins, is of a significance analogous to that of multiple,
in comparison with singleton pregnancies.12
The high risks of MC twins are intensively associated
with the angioarchitecture of the common placenta and the
presence of an interfetal vascular network.1,3,6,12
According to the vast majority of studies, almost all
or, after some studies, every MC placenta show intertwin
vascular links on postpartum placental injection surveys or
pathology examination.1,6,12–14
There are three types of intertwin vascular anastomoses
that may arise (Fig. 1).
The first of these is the arterio-arterial anastomoses
(AAA). This type of placental vascular communication is
quite common, direct and head-to-head anastomoses on
the placental area, also not communicating in the placental
parenchyma.6,8,12
Also, different studies estimate the presence of this type
of placental vascular communication in approximately 75%
of MC twin pregnancies.12,15,16
The second type of MC placental anastomoses is
the venovenous connections (V VA), which are also
visible branches on the fetal surface of the placental disk,
making the direct, venous connection between the two fetal
circulatory systems.17–20

The main function of the superficial anastomotic system
is to compensate for the interfetal hemodynamic imbalance,
by bidirectional, pressure-dependent blood flow between
the two fetuses.17,18
Furthermore, from a basic point of view, in multiple MC
pregnancies, the intertwin transfusion network is a regular
process, as long as the circulatory stream is proportionate,
restraining the appearance of clinical manifestations.17,21
The third type of MC placental anastomoses is
arteriovenous (AVA).
Arteriovenous (AVA) occur profoundly inside the placental
parenchyma. AVAs are also a usual type of intertwin vascular
connections and are involved as a causal pattern in the
progress toward TTTS.12
From a morphological and practical perspective, AVA
are not specifically anastomoses in the rigorous sense of the
term, as long as they practically do not avoid normal capillary
circulation, being in fact a divided cotyledon, in terms of
capillary micro blood flow, between the two fetuses.14,17,21,22
Diagnosing of an MC twin pregnancy has a substantial
obstetric relevance, impacting the pregnancy and also
restraining some therapeutic choices.12
The aim of this review is to highlight current key points in
the diagnosis and management of MC twin pregnancy, on one
hand, and also to discuss contemporary challenges regarding
this type of multiple pregnancies.

R e v i e w R e s u lts
Pregnancy Dating
The obstetric US is the gold standard in multiple pregnancies.
By transvaginal ultrasound (TVUS) examination, the presence
of two or more gestational sacs can be demonstrated early in
multiple pregnancies, allowing the interval of 6–9 gestational
weeks (gw).1,4,23,24
Similar to singleton pregnancies, in multiple gestation,
correct dating is useful for the timing of screening and

Figs 1A and B: (A) Intertwin AAA and VVA placental anastomoses (yellow arrows) in MC twin pregnancy after the injection of
umbilical vessels with colored dyes; and (B) Superficial anastomoses are between relatively large vessels on the fetal surface of the
placenta (white arrows). The amniotic membrane (yellow arrow) is intersected by these vessels demonstrating shared circulation
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diagnostic testing as well as the right analysis of fetal
growth.4
In principle, the counting of gestational sacs should not
be performed before 6 gw, due to the risk of omission or
undercounting of one of the sacs.1,2,5,13
Thus, pregnancy dating is optimally accomplished in the
1st trimester using the crown-rump length (CRL) (Fig. 2).1,4,23
Hence, the first key point of this review states that early
and correct dating is significant in MC twin pregnancy, similar
to a singleton pregnancy.

Chorionicity and Amnionicity Assessment
Diagnosis of chorionicity in multifetal gestation should
be performed as a gold standard in the first trimester of
pregnancy, ideally between the 9th and 13th week of
gestation.1,25,26
Chorionicity influences obstetric management as well
as the risk for complications and unfavorable perinatal
outcomes.4,25,27,28
Chorionicity and amnionic assessment involves the
identification of direct markers, which elucidate the diagnosis
in the proportion of over 90%, but also the correlation
of some indirect signs that increase the accuracy of the
diagnosis to over 97% (Table 1).1,4,25
The US expression of monochorionicity is the T sign, by
the soft, slim, and almost sharp insertion of the amniotic
membranes in the plane of the sole chorionic disk (Fig. 3).1,25,29
From a morphological way of thinking, in MZ-MC-DA twin
pregnancy, the amniotic membrane is the outcome of the
juxtaposition of the two amniotic membranes, the chorion
being singular (Fig. 3).1,25
Determination of the amnionicity is also of tremendous
significance in MC twins because MA twins have rising risks
and are managed differently from DA twins.4
However, if the problem of chorionicity is settled,
amnionicity looks easier to deal with. The presence of the
amniotic layer practically solves the diagnosis of amnionicity.

A possible pitfall in the differential diagnosis of amnionicity
is expressed by the presence of the amniotic bands in twin
pregnancy, which apart from the specific complications of
these anomalous elements, could be awkward in establishing
the amnionicity.1,25,30–32
Thus, the amniotic membrane is the characteristic
marker for the diagnosis of amnionicity, and when the US
scan in the 1st trimester of pregnancy proves the presence
of a twin or multiple pregnancies but is inefficient to feature
this structure, monoamniotic pregnancy must be surmised,
particularly when there is a single yolk sac (YS) (Table 1).30–35
The classic US model of MA is the evidence of the
intrauterine existence of two or more embryos or fetuses,
without an obvious amniotic membrane and a single YS, but
the presence of two YS does not categorically rule out the
existence of MA pregnancy, since the number of YS depends
on the time of embryonic disk cleavage.1,18,30,34,36–39
The key points that arise from this issue and should be
emphasized, are represented by the early identification of MC
twins, as a gold standard in the first trimester of pregnancy,
ideally between the 9th and 13th week of gestation.
Moreover, demonstrating amnionicity is also of extreme
relevance in MC twins because MA twins have supplementary
risks and are managed apart from DA twins.

MC Twin-specific Complications
Currently, five MC twin-specific complications are unanimously
recognized, meaning TTTS, twin anemia polycythemia
sequence (TAPS), twin reversed arterial perfusion (TRAP)
sequence, MA twins, and conjoined twins.

TTTS
Twin-to-twin transfusion syndrome (TTTS) upshots from
intrauterine vascular shunting among the circulations of
twins who divide a placenta, and it is the most frequent
adversity of MC twins, occurring in about 10–20% of MC–DA
twin pregnancies.1,12,20

Figs 2A and B: (A) First trimester MC twin pregnancy dating. TVUS demonstrating concordant embryonic growth and viability
(arrows); and (B) 3DUS demonstrating the two embryos (arrows) and one YS
194
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Table 1: US characteristics of chorionicity and amnionicity in
MC twin pregnancy
MC twins–US characteristics
of chorionicity
Number of gestational
sacs
• T sign (MC-DA)
• Same fetal sex
• Assessment of amniotic
cavities

US of amnionicity

-A
 ssessment of the amniotic
membrane
⇒ 2 layers or less ⇒ MC-DA
⇒ lack of a dividing amniotic
membrane ⇒ MC-MA
-A
 ssessment of the yolk sacs
⇒ 2 yolk sacs ⇒ MC-DA
⇒ 1 yolk sac ⇒ MC-MA
-A
 ssessment of the umbilical
cords (MC-MA)
⇒ cords entanglement
⇒ cords proximity
- Conjoined twins
⇒ fused embryos/ fetuses,
concomitance of movements,
single/ double cardiac activity
US criteria and clues for the diagnosis of amnionicity in MC twins
• Single gestational sac, two embryos, two cardiac
activities, two yolk sacs- MC-BA, MC-MA possible;
• Single gestational sac, two embryos, two cardiac
activities, single yolk sac- MC-MA;
• Single gestational sac, two embryos, two cardiac activities,
single yolk sac, absence of amniotic membrane- MC-MA,
conjoined twins should be excluded;
• Single gestational sac, two embryos/fetuses, two cardiac
activities, single yolk sac, absence of amniotic membrane
+ independent and unrestricted fetal movements of both
embryos/fetuses- MC-MA;
• Difficulty or failure of assessment/absence of the amniotic
membrane + tangential umbilical cords (Doppler)— MC-MA;
• Cords entanglement (Doppler) + independent and
unrestricted fetal movements- MC-MA;
• Forked umbilical cord + obviously separated fetusesMC-MA;
•

Twin-to-twin transfusion syndrome (TTTS) befalls by
unbalancing the placental anastomotic vascular stream,
outcoming in increasing the circulatory flow of one fetus to
the detriment of the other. TTTS is the classic complication
of MC, which once identified, actually changes the entire
prognosis and management of MC twin pregnancies.1,17,40
Due to vascular connections and unequal placental
sharing from TTTS the outcome resides in an inappropriate
amniotic fluid quantity, with hypovolaemia and oliguric
oligohydramnios in the donor and hypervolemia and polyuric
polyhydramnios in the recipient (Fig. 4).1,17,20
Primordially, hypervolemia of the recipient and
hypovolemia in the donor delineate polyuria-polyhydramnios
and oliguria-oligohydramnios sequences, characteristic of
TTTS.1,4,12,17
Twin-to-twin transfusion syndrome (TTTS) is identified
by US and prompt and exact detection is essential for
perinatal outcomes. Extensive amniotic ﬂuid discordance is
the leading US discovery. The recipient twin demonstrates
increasing polyhydramnios deﬁned as a deepest vertical
pocket (DVP) >8 cm before 20 weeks and >10 cm after
20 weeks of gestation. On the other side, the donor shows
oligo- or anhydramnios with a DVP <2 cm and is stuck into its
membranes to the uterine border or placenta by the extreme
polyhydramnios of the recipient.41–43
In terms of TTTS staging, the most common and currently
used in clinical practice is the Quintero staging system
(Table 2).41,42,44
Under the conditions of the MC twin pregnancy diagnosis,
US screening for TTTS should be accomplished every two
weeks from 16 gw ahead.41,45
Furthermore, in the absence of treatment, TTTS leads
to fetal death in up to 90% of cases, with morbidity rates in
surviving fetuses above 50%. The diagnosis of TTTS is par
excellence made by repeated US scans.17,41
In terms of TTTS management, this is still a challenging
issue.

Figs 3A and B: First trimester MC twin pregnancy. (A) US demonstrating the fine (thin yellow arrows), supple, and almost
perpendicular insertion of the amniotic membranes in the plane of the single chorionic disk (t sign) (thick yellow arrow); and (B)
US demonstrating the two amniotic membranes joining (arrows)
Donald School Journal of Ultrasound in Obstetrics and Gynecology, Volume 16 Issue 3 (July–September 2022)
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Figs 4A and B: Second trimester MC twin pregnancy with TTTS. (A) Color Doppler US demonstrating polyuric polyhydramnios
with voluminous bladder (arrow) in the recipient twin; and (B) Color Doppler us demonstrating the impossibility of visualizing the
bladder between the two umbilical arteries (arrow) in the donor twin
Table 2: Staging of TTTS based on US assessment
Stage
I
II
III
IV
V

Poly-/ Oligohydramnios Absent bladder in donor twin
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

* Severely abnormal Doppler
findings in UA and/ or DV

Hydrops

Fetal demise

No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No
Yes

* At least one of the following: UA-ARED, DV-negative A-wave
(UA, umbilical artery; ARED, absent or reversed end diastolic flow; DV, ductus venosus)
Adapted from Bamberg et al.40 and Quintero et al.43

Regarding stage I TTTS, there are numerous fetal
medicine centers offering conservative management and
close follow-up, in order to avoid worthless interventions.41
However, according to the standard history 50–70% of
the stage I TTTS remain stationary or actually regress.41,46,47
In this case, there is still a lack of evidence, so the
challenge remains valid, and the experience of each center
is likely to prevail.
Laser implies photocoagulating the vascular anastomoses
passing from one side of the placenta to the other, with
different techniques being described.
Regarding the more advanced stages of TTTS, most
studies conclude that fetoscopic laser coagulation is the
gold standard for treatment of severe TTTS at midgestation
(16–26 gw).41,42,48–53

TAPS
Twin anemia polycythemia sequence (TAPS) is a chronic
form of unbalanced twin-to-twin transfusion through tiny
placental anastomoses in MC twins, leading to anemia in
the donor twin and polycythemia in the recipient fetus.54
Also, TAPS is an uncommon complication, belonging to
MC twins only.1
196

Twin anemia polycythemia sequence (TAPS) is distinguished
by large intertwin hemoglobin (Hb) differences, without
markers of twin oligohydramnios-polyhydramnios sequence
(TOPS), the latter being a defining characteristic of TTTS.54,55
Twin anemia polycythemia sequence (TAPS) pathogenesis,
completely different from TTTS, is based on an exclusive
placental angioarchitecture distinguished by the presence of
only a few and reduced AVA and also the absence of AAA.1,16
Twin anemia polycythemia sequence (TAPS) may occur by
default or iatrogenically after fetoscopic laser interventions
for TTTS.1,56,57
The spontaneous type complicates approximately 3–5%
of MC twin pregnancies, inasmuch as the post laser type
occurs in 2–13% of TTTS patients.54,55,58–60
The lack of amniotic fluid contrariety in TAPS may be
associated to slow interfetal blood transfusion which allows
hemodynamic compensating mechanisms to interfere with
and stop the fluid disequilibrium.1
Thus, if TTTS is about a quantitative, volume disorder,
TAPS is about a qualitative disorder, characterized by large
differences in interfetal Hb levels.
However, both abnormalities are chronic forms of
feto-fetal transfusion.
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The lack of prenatal US signs of TOPS is a sine qua non
condition for the diagnosis of TAPS, and in comparison with
TTTS, TAPS can be diagnosed either in advance or after
delivery.55,61
Prenatal diagnosis of TAPS can be accomplished based
on Doppler US anomalies demonstrating an increased peak
systolic velocity in the middle cerebral artery (MCA-PSV)
in the donor twin (suggestive of fetal anemia) and a
decreased MCA-PSV in the recipient twin (suggestive of
polycythemia). 55
Consensus-based antenatal and postnatal diagnostic
criteria of TAPS, as well as cut-off values for the specific
features implicated, monitoring time and perinatal and
long-term survival outcomes, were accepted by a panel
of expert practitioners and were recently published
(Table 3).62
Regarding the TAPS classification (Table 4), this being a
rather heterogeneous disorder, a staging method is helpful
to distinguish between the various forms, on one hand, and
to compare and investigate TAPS cases, especially in terms
of therapy, between the different centers, on the other.55
The optimal prenatal therapy for TAPS has not yet
been defined but there are various options, including
expectant management, induction of labor, respectively
preterm delivery, intrauterine blood transfusion intravenous
and intraperitoneal, with or without a partial exchange
transfusion, fetoscopic laser surgery (possibly repeated) or
finally, the selective feticide.54,55,63–66

Twin Reversed Arterial Perfusion Sequence (TRAP)
Twin reversed arterial perfusion sequence (TRAP) is a rare and
severe complication of MC twin pregnancies.1
Table 3: Diagnostic criteria and monitoring of TAPS
Antenatal criteria46

Postnatal criteria46

MCA-PSV ≥ 1.5 MoM in the
Intertwin Hb difference ≥8
anemic twin
gm/dL
and
Intertwin reticulocyte ratio
MCA-PSV ≤ 0.8 MoM in the
≥1.7
polycytemic twin
Alternatively
MCA-PSV intertwin
discordance ≥1 MoM
Monitoring46,63
All MC pregnancies monitoring for the development of
TAPS from 20 gw (MCA-PSV)46
and
Previous TTTS fetoscopic laser surgery (MCA-PSV)46
every 2 weeks46
Once the diagnosis of TAPS is made, monitoring should be
scheduled weekly.63
*Prenatal intervention- MCA-PSV cut-off/discordance- no agreement.63
*Future studies are needed to validate these diagnostic features
before they can be used in clinical trials of interventions.63
Adapted from Khalil et al.44,61

Also known as acardiac anomaly, TRAP is a unique
complication of MC twin pregnancy in which one of the twins
lacks an entire cardiac structure, respectively the acardiac
fetus, while morphologically normal co-twin, named pump
twin supplies both circulations.67
Twin reversed arterial perfusion sequence (TRAP)
occurrence is estimated at 2.6% of MZ twins.67,68
Considering the pathogenesis of the TRAP sequence, two
morphological models have been proposed, respectively
the anomalous placental vascular structure in the early
phases of MC placentation and a primary defect in cardiac
embryogenesis.67
This anomaly also seems to occur as a result of vascular
disorders occurring untimely during embryogenesis, in which
one of the fetuses, deeply dimorphous—the acardiac twin,
receives a circulatory supply from the pump fetus, by means
of aberrant placental AAA.69–71
Placentation in TRAP is MC-DA in about 75% of cases, in
which a soft membrane typically separates the gestational
sacs, the pump, and the acardiac fetuses. MA is present in
approximately 25% of cases.1,68–70
At least three mechanisms are described by which the
pump twin can be impacted by the acardiac twin:67 hypoxia
and fetal growth restriction (FGR) of the pump fetus,
generated by the deoxygenated blood that returns to the
pump twin by the vascular anastomoses, congestive heart
failure and polyhydramnios of the pump fetus, caused by
increasing cardiac labor due to the elevated blood flow,
and last but not least by preterm premature rupture of
membranes, preterm labor and preterm delivery due to the
Table 4: TAPS classification
TAPS Antenatal TAPS
stage classification (US)
1

2

3

4
5

MCA-PSV donor ≥1.5 MoM
and MCA-PSV recipient ≤0.8
MoM, without other signs of
fetal compromise
MCA-PSV donor >1.7 MoM
and MCA-PSV recipient <0.8
MoM, without other signs of
fetal compromise
As stage 1 or 2, with
cardiac compromise of
donor, defined as critically
abnormal*
Hydrops of donor
Intrauterine demise of one
or both fetuses preceded by
TAPS

Postnatal TAPS
classification (Intertwin
Hb difference, g/dL)
≥8.0

>11.0

>14.0

>17.0
>20.0

* UA-ARED, UV-Pf, DV-negative A-wave
(UA, umbilical artery; ARED, absent or reversed end diastolic flow;
UV, umbilical vein; Pf, pulsatile flow; DV, ductus venosus)
Adapted from Slaghekke et al.54
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uterine overstretching, since the acardiac twin is frequently
bigger than the pump fetus.67,72
Twin reversed arterial perfusion sequence (TRAP)
can be antenatally diagnosed from the 1st trimester of
pregnancy.37,69,70
The classic diagnostic pattern of TRAP involves most
appropriately an MC-DA twin pregnancy, with a normal
fetus, at least at the initial evaluation, meaning the pump
twin and a distinctly anomalous fetus, acardiac, profound
dysmorphic, with numerous hydropic or cystic abnormalities,
subcutaneous edema and deformed, unclassifiable elements
instead of the head, limbs, or trunk.1,37,70
Polyhydramnios and umbilical cord abnormalities are
common findings. The single umbilical artery is observed
in about 2/3 of the cases, or the common umbilical cord, of
the acardiac fetus with that of the pump twin, without any
interface on the placental surface.37,69,70
The diagnosis is furthermore determined by finding the
retrograde flowing in the umbilical artery by color Doppler
examination. Accurately, arterial blood flows to, rather than
from the acardiac fetus and in a caudal-to-cranial course in
the abdominal aorta.37,69,73
This reversed flow through the umbilical artery is
considered a pathognomonic sign for TRAP.70
Doppler US should be performed on both fetuses,
acardiac and pump. Doppler assessment demonstrates
reversed direction of flow in the umbilical artery and vein in
the acardiac fetus.37,69,70
It has been suggested that the dimension of the acardiac
twin performs an important position in the pathogenesis of
complications that threaten the pump twin.67
Thus, the biometry of the acardiac twin should be
performed because the ratio between its weight and that
of the pump fetus is useful in assessing the cardiovascular
function of the latter.37,67,69,70
Due to the major deformities of the acardiac fetus,
conventional biometry cannot be used to assess its weight, so
various formulas have been proposed to obtain an estimated
weight, useful for assessing the cardiovascular load of the
pump fetus.67,69
Still, the most widely used calculation formula is the one
based on the longest length of the acardiac fetus (Table 5).67,74
The diagnostic pattern, assessment, and follow-up of twin
pregnancies with TRAP sequence are presented in Table 5.
Regarding TRAP sequence management, the main goals
are maintaining the survival of the pump twin and achieving
the term for delivery.67
Based on these considerations, Wong et al.71 have
developed a TRAP classification system, in order to guide
management. This system focuses on the abdominal
circumference and its ratio (Table 6).67,72
Therefore, type Ia TRAP allows cautious management of
pregnancy and systematic US surveillance.67,72 Type Ib TRAP
requires repeated (weekly) US surveillance, in order to detect
either spontaneous improvement or an aggravation, that
necessitates invasive therapy.67,72,75
198

In the case of type IIa TRAP, even if the pump fetus does
not show signs of cardiac failure, there is still a risk of their
installation, due to the size of the acardiac fetus, so prenatal
intervention seems to be recommended.67,72
In the case of type IIb TRAP prompt intervention is
recommended, due to the imminent demise of the pump
fetus.67,72,76
Regarding the treatment of TRAP, the purpose of the
intervention is to suppress the vascularization of the acardiac
fetus, in order to improve the cardiovascular load of the
pump fetus. In other words, it is absolutely necessary to
abolish the pump-acardiac fetus vascular flow, in order to
protect the pump fetus from the hemodynamic burden of
the acardiac twin.
The therapeutic techniques available for umbilical cord
occlusion are radiofrequency ablation (RFA), laser coagulation,

Table 5: Diagnostic pattern, assessment, and follow-up in
TRAP sequence
Basic
Twin pregnancy
assessment
- possible from 9 gw;
- pump fetus-seemingly normal;
- acardiac fetus–obviously abnormal;
Placentation
MC-DA-approximate 75%;
MC-MA-approximate 25%;
Umbilical cord - Normal
- Single umbilical artery-approximate 2/3 of
cases;
- Velamentous cord insertion;
- Common/ fused umbilical cord
(abnormalities possible in both fetuses);
Amniotic fluid Polyhydramnios-common;
Doppler US
- Assessment of the retrograde flow of the
umbilical artery;
- Reversed flow in the umbilical vein;
- Arterial blood towards the acardiac fetusparadoxical circulation pathognomonic for
TRAP;
- Caudal-to-cranial direction in the
abdominal aorta;
Pump fetus
- Systematic anatomical survey;
assessment
- Fetal echocardiography;
- Invasive prenatal testing;
Pump fetus
- Polyhydramnios;
(prone to
- Cardiomegaly;
developing
- Tricuspid regurgitation;
heart failure) - Cardiac dysfunction;
- Abnormal fluids collection;
- Hydrops;
- Atrial and ventricular hypertrophy;
- Abnormal ductus venosus flow;
- Pericardial effusion;
Acardiac fetus Weight (g) = 1.2 × longest length2 (cm) −
1.66 × longest length (cm)
estimated
weight
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thermocoagulation, alcohol embolization, high-intensity
focused US, ligation, or microwave ablation.67,77–82
Various studies seem to demonstrate that RFA is the
most efficient and reliable procedure, with a high safety
index.37,67,69,83–87

MA twins
The last boundary of the MZ twin gestation that may have a
wholesome outcome is the MZ-MC-MA.1
Monoamniotic (MA) twin pregnancies are rare,
comprising 1–2% of MZ twins, and only 8:100.000
pregnancies.88,89
Monoamniotic (MA) twins arise from a sole fertilized
oocyte and embryo splitting between 9 and 13 days after
fertilization and consequently, they have a single partitioned
placenta and amniotic sac.88
An interesting fact about MA twinning is that nearly 2/3 of
MA twins are girls, and just 1/3 are boys. The explanation
Table 6: TRAP sequence classification
TRAP

Acardiac twin size

Subtypes

Type I

Small or mediumsized acardiac
twins, identified
by an abdominal
circumference ratio
<50%.

Type II

Large acardiac
twins, in which
the abdominal
circumference ratio
≥50%.

Type Ia—no signs of
cardiovascular failure* in
pump twin.
Type Ib—signs of
cardiovascular failure* in
pump twin.
Type IIa—no signs of
cardiovascular failure* in
pump twin.
Type IIb—signs of
cardiovascular failure* in
pump twin.

*polyhydramnios, cardiomegaly, tricuspid regurgitation, cardiac
dysfunction, abnormal fluids collection, hydrops, atrial and ventricular hypertrophy, abnormal ductus venosus flow, pericardial
effusion

could be that X-chromosome inactivation in XX embryos
lags the embryonic cleaving, consequently favoring MA.88–91
Amnionicity diagnosis can sometimes be difficult earlier
than 10 gw, especially if there are associated maternal
conditions, such as the retroverted uterus, fibroids,
adenomyosis, or obesity.31,88
However, the obvious direct sign of MA in US is the
absence of a dividing amniotic membrane between the two
fetuses (Fig. 5).31,36,37,88,89
Furthermore, from the US point of view, there are certain
indirect signs but also associations of different findings
(Table 1), which can be made to support the diagnosis of MA.
The category of indirect signs of MA in the first trimester
US includes cord entanglement, which is almost constantly
noticed in MA twins, and the number of YSs.88 Approximately
2/3 of MA twins will have only one sac, but 1/3 will present
two YSs.88,92
Monoamniotic (MA) twins are known to be at raised risk
of unfavorable pregnancy outcomes.34,88
Regarding perinatal morbidity and mortality in
MA twins, they are caused rather by prematurity and
congenital anomalies, and to a lesser extent by cord
entanglement.34,88 Obviously, this umbilical cord accident is
neither predictable nor preventable.
The risk of congenital abnormalities in MA pregnancies
varies from 15 to 25%, with a dominance of cardiac
disorders.88
Generally, only one twin is affected, and if both fetuses
are involved, the abnormalities are typically discordant.
In correlation with structural defects, chromosomal
abnormalities are relatively rare.88,93
Twin-to-twin transfusion syndrome (TTTS) can also occur
in the case of MC-MA twins, but with an incidence of 2–4%,
this being significantly reduced compared to MC-DA twins,
where TTTS is a typical complication.88
Twin reversed arterial perfusion sequence (TRAP)
can complicate any MC pregnancy, but it is less common

Figs 5A and B: First trimester MC-MA twin pregnancy. (A) TVUS demonstrating two embryos (arrows) and the lack of a dividing
amniotic membrane between the two embryos; (B) 3DTVUS demonstrating two embryos (arrows) and the absence of amniotic
membrane
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in MA twins, probably due to the specific placental
angioarchitecture.1,67–70
Other complications that can potentiate adverse
pregnancy outcomes in MA twins are selective intrauterine
growth restriction or single fetal demise.88,89,91
Management of MA twins should begin early in the
first trimester, with the establishment of chorionicity
and amnionicity. Subsequently, early US anatomy as well
as successive and rigorous US surveillance, US anatomy,
echocardiogram, or steroid administration should follow
a clear algorithm (Table 7). 88,94–97
Nonetheless, MA twins should be delivered by 33 gw by
elective cesarean section.34,88,89,91,94,96

Conjoined twins
Conjoined twins are rare, and available data suggest that 1%
of MZ twins are conjoined.98
Otherwise analyzed statistically, but emphasizing
th e realit y, co njoin e d t w ins have an in ci d e n ce
of 1:100.000–1:250.000 live births, and are more frequent
in non-Caucasian people, females predominating with
a 3:1 ratio.98–100
Of all possible fusion sites, the most frequent is the fetal
chest, thus generating most of the conjoined twins that are
thoracopagus (Table 8).98
Conjoined twins can be diagnosed from 8 to 13 gw.98–100
In the 1st trimester, a twin pregnancy presenting a single
placenta without a visible intertwin separating membrane, a
single YS, exaggerated proximity of certain body segments,
and in addition the lack of independent embryonic or fetal
movements, strongly support the diagnosis of conjoined
twins (Table 9).98,100
Polyhydramnios complicates 50–75% of conjoined twins’
pregnancies.100
When the umbilical cord is highlighted it should be
examined for additional vessels with a solitary placental
cord insertion.98
Table 7: Management and follow-up in MA twins
Gestational age Assessment and follow-up
9–11 gw
12 gw

14–18 gw
20 gw
22–24/28 gw
24–28 gw
28–33 gw
33–34 gw

Diagnosis and dating ultrasound;
Early anatomy ultrasound ±
echocardiogram;
Aneuploidy screening;
Start low-dose aspirin for pre-eclampsia
prevention (±);
US every 2 weeks-viability, growth, AF;
Anatomy US and echocardiogram;
US every 2 weeks-viability, growth, AF;
Steroids for lung maturation;
US + NST x3/week-outpatient;
US x3/week + NST x2/day-inpatient;
Elective cesarean delivery.

AF, amniotic fluid; NST, nonstress test
Adapted from Van Mieghem et al.87
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It is important to note that in order to preclude
erroneous-positive diagnosis, the presence of numerous
clues should be argued on the first US assessment or
continue to be proved in further follow-ups if the diagnosis
is uncertain.98–100
However, circumstances to identify conjoined twins in the
1st trimester are higher than in the 2nd or 3rd trimester.100
Despite the fact that congenital abnormalities are almost
constantly detected in conjoined twins and are not eloquent
of a genetic origin for the conjoined twinning, invasive
prenatal testing can be recommended to eliminate comorbid
chromosomal anomalies.98
A 3D Ultrasound may help the physician in structuring a
more itemized evaluation of suspicious elements, and then
aid to assess the extension and intricacy of pathological
identifications more precisely.100
Table 8: Classification of conjoined twins
Classification

Fetal fusion

Thoracopagus

Ventral union;
Fused thoraces and possibly
cardiac structures and interatrial
vessel;
Omphalopagus Ventral union; Fused abdominal
cavity and lower thorax,
liver, and possibly other
intraperitoneal viscera;
Parapagus
Lateral union: fusion (side-byside) from the pelvis down;
– Dithoracic: separates thoraces
and heads;
– Dicephalic: fused thoraces and
separated heads;
– Diprosopus: 2 faces on the
same side of a single head;
Pygopagus
Dorsal union: fused
sacrococcygeal and perineal
regions;
Single anus with separate rectum;
Possible fused spinal cord;
Cephalopagus Ventral union; fused from top of
the head to umbilicus;
Ischiopagus
Ventral union: fused pelvic
cavity, genitalia, and anus;
Frequently fused abdominal
cavity;
Dorsal union: fused pelvic cavity,
genitalia, and anus; Abdominal
cavity is not fused;
Craniopagus
Dorsal union: fused bony
cranium, meninges, and possibly
brain; Face and foramen
magnum are not shared;
Rachipagus
Dorsal union: fusion above the
sacrum.

Adapted from Wataganara et al.99
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Table 9: Mandatory and variable US findings in conjoined
twins
Mandatory conditions
•
•

•

•

•

•

Single placenta;
Single amniotic sac
without a dividing
membrane;
Two embryos/
fetuses that are either
inseparable or in close
proximity, despite
the manipulation
of the uterus with a
transvaginal probe or
prolonged continuous
scanning;
Lack of independent
embryonic or fetal
movements;
Single, fused umbilical
cord with ≥ 3 vessels,
demonstrated by color
Doppler;
Same sex, with female
predominance (3:1).

Existing but variable conditions
- Persistence of the relatively
parallel position of the fetuses
to each other, especially after
maternal or fetal movement, or
on follow-up scanning;
- Fetal heads or bodies are at the
same level;
- Contiguous skin covering
between two fetuses;
- Unusual proximity of the
extremities;
- Spinal hyperextension,
particularly at the cervical
level in cases of ventral fusion
(extreme neck retroflexion in
fetuses facing each other);
- Unusual limb positioning;
- Fewer limbs than expected;
- Single five or six-chambered
heart;
- Bifid appearance of the fetal
pole;
- Complex fetal anomalies;
- Discordant anomalies between
the twins;
- Parasitic fetus;
- Fetus in fetu.

Completed and adapted from Wataganara et al.99

Also due to the increased frequency of cardiac
abnormalities in MZ twins, fetal echocardiography would
need to be performed.98
In addition, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) can
be a helpful examination for detailing diagnostic aspects,
especially for the brain, abdomen, or thorax.98,100
The management of conjoined twins begins with early
diagnosis in the 1st trimester of pregnancy.
Early diagnosis gives the progenitors a chance for
a knowledgeable decision-making process. Timely
identification of fetal disturbances with bad outcomes gives
an opportunity for uterine evacuation or vaginal delivery,
rather than a hysterotomy.98,100
Complete US assessment to determine the degree of
fetal conjunction, shared organs, and heart assessment is
indispensable for prognostic counseling.98–100 Unfortunately,
this is not possible until the second trimester of pregnancy,
at 18–20 gw.
Counseling as complete as possible of the couple in
the presence of conjoined twins, in order to provide an
overview of this special condition, should include the
expertise of specialists in perinatology, neonatology,
pediatric surgery, social work, and palliative care.100

However, variants for the conduct of the pregnancy,
including ending of pregnancy and expectant management
should be completely analyzed.100–102
Thus, the outcome of multiple pregnancies with
conjoined twins brings into question two options, namely
the termination of pregnancy or the continuation, the latter,
of course facing the prospect of subsequent separation,
with all the risks, morbidity, and mortality that are obviously
associated with this option.
Regarding the termination of pregnancy, depending on
the particularities of the case, it has nonsurgical and surgical
solutions.
Particularly, termination should be advised in the context
of broad cerebral coalescence in craniopagus or complicated
cardiac interference in thoracopagus twins.99
Termination choice depends on the age of the pregnancy,
and in this context, the options are dilation and curettage,
dilation and evacuation, hysterotomy, or labor induction.98
Furthermore, the legislation available in each region must
be taken seriously when counseling patients, as restrictions
regarding gestational age and other legal aspects, differ from
one country to another.98
Regarding nonsurgical termination, earlier treatment
lessens the risk of maternal morbidity.98,103
Hence, starting from the premise that at earlier gestations
fetal plasticity is compliant, this aspect may make an
induction termination reliable and possible choice.98,99
If induction termination is chosen, the option of iatrogenic
fetal demise before this operation should be considered, as
well as the use of misoprostol, laminaria, or mifepristone,
any of these being useful to determine cervical deletion and
dilation.98,104
Surgical termination has three options, all of which are
correlated with the gestational age, respectively dilatation and
curettage, dilatation and evacuation, and hysterotomy.99,100 If
it is the first trimester, dilation and curettage seem to be the
safest option to terminate the pregnancy.98
Regarding the second trimester of pregnancy, an
evaluation of fetal dimension, presentation, fetal breadth,
and the conjunction zone should be made, in order to
appreciate the steps of cervical preparation and use of
adjuvant medication.98
Indeed, the method of termination must be individualized
for each pregnancy, taking into account maternal
comorbidities, fetal position, conjunction type, fetal
dimension, and the personal values of the patient or the
couple.98–100
Vaginal delivery is not recommended for conjoined twins
near term, therefore cesarean section remains the only option
in this case.
The continuation of pregnancy is a challenge in
conjoined twins. In these cases, when the pregnant woman
and her family are adequately counseled, and further
investigations including fetal MRI are performed, especially
in cases where the inability to separate is obvious, the
challenge is even greater.
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Counseling should also include the eventuality of
emergency separation, possible in various circumstances
when the goal is to save at least one of the fetuses.99
Elective separation, regardless of the fusion type, remains
however a constant challenge.

Other Complications of Multiple Pregnancy that
Differently Impact MC Twins
Vanishing twin syndrome (VTS)
Vanishing twin syndrome (VTS) is defined by the demise of
one of the embryos/ fetuses, as well as its disappearance
or resorption, with the impossibility of its subsequent US
visualization, before 14 weeks of gestation. VTS is a notion
that belongs strictly to the first trimester of pregnancy in
multiple gestations.
Vanishing twin syndrome (VTS) rates are almost twice as
high in MC compared to DC twin pregnancies.105
Therefore, perinatal morbidity and mortality in the VTS
circumstance are significantly higher in MC pregnancies due to
characteristic hemodynamic imbalance via placental vascular
anastomoses in these cases.105,106
Perinatal morbidity includes substantial risk for
neurological impairment presenting as cerebral palsy,
fetal malformations, very low birth weight, or placental
abruption.105–108
Thereby, given these aspects, MC twin pregnancies with
VTS require more careful surveillance of the surviving twin.

Selective FGR
Selective FGR (sFGR) impacts approximately 10–25% of MC
twin pregnancies and has been classically defined as the
presence of one twin with an estimated fetal weight (EFW)
below the 10th percentile.108,109
Multiple studies state that in MC twins, sFGR is commonly
due to uneven placental partitioning by a high blood flow
transfusion from one twin to the other via wide-diameter
AVA.1,108
Actually, sFGR is an ordinary situation related to MC
pregnancy. It is also considered to an increasing extent,
to be a significant problem of MC twins, with potentially
considerable risks of intrauterine fetal demise (IUFD) or
unfavorable neurological outcomes for both twins.1
MC twins with sFGR may present important differences
in their natural history compared with DC twins.108
Therefore, the need for sFGR standardization has brought
a new classification system based upon the umbilical artery
Doppler flow model of the smaller twin (Table 10).109
The importance of this classification relies not only on its
capability to forecast the clinical situation and outcome of
various categories of sFGR twins but also on its association
with placental angioarchitecture.109
Monochorionic (MC) twin pregnancies diagnosed with
type II sFGR are at increased risk of perinatal morbidity and
mortality compared to type I, while the probability for an
improper outcome is habitually not significantly distinct
202

Table 10: sFGR classification system
sFGR

UA flow

Type I

Positive end-diastolic
flow in the UA
Type II ARDEF in the UAconstantly observed
during all the
examination
Type III iARDEF in the UA- the
clear observation of
ARDEF alternating
over a short period
of positive diastolic
flow, in the absence
of fetal and maternal
breathing

Outcome
Generally a benign
prognosis
High risk of hypoxic
deterioration and
consequently intrauterine
demise
Atypical clinical evolution
with an increased risk
of the sudden death
of the FGR twin, and
an increased rate of
parenchymal brain
damage in the normally
grown twin

ARDEF, absent or reversed end-diastolic flow; iARDEF, intermittent
absent or reversed end-diastolic flow; UA, umbilical artery
Adapted from Gratacós E et al.108

between type II and III, in spite of the fact that type III sFGR
is influenced by doubtful clinical progress.108

Single IUFD
Single intrauterine fetal demise (sIUFD) occurs in
approximately 4% of MC-DA twin pregnancies after the
second trimester.110
In MC twins, sIUFD has many more intricate repercussions
than DCs, related to fetal demise.1
Single intrauterine fetal demise (sIUFD) is possibly
related to severe perinatal outcomes for the surviving fetus
comprising intrauterine fetal demise (IUFD) after the death
of the first twin, long-term neurological impairment, preterm
birth or neonatal death, and on the other hand with maternal
morbidity, meaning preeclampsia, coagulopathy or sepsis.111
Single intrauterine fetal demise (sIUFD) also presents
a 20% risk for multicystic encephalomalacia or porencephaly
in the survivors of MC pregnancies.1
Additionally, prematurity predisposes to pulmonary
hypoplasia or necrotizing enterocolitis.1
Therefore, sIUFD in MC twins has significant unfavorable
conse quences on the sur viving fetus, including
hypoperfusion, hypotension, and anemia due to acute
feto-fetal hemorrhage to the dying twin along the placental
vascular anastomoses.110
Cerebral disturbances of the surviving fetus are assigned
to various pathogenesis, most remarkably hypoxic-ischemic,
ultimately directing to intraventricular hemorrhages,
microcephaly, hydranencephaly, and periventricular
leukomalacia.1,112
An additional pathogenic model, not as substantial
but presumably related or simultaneous with sIUFD, is
the overflow of thromboplastic matter by the dead twin,
which spreads in the survivor’s circulatory system, working
as a trigger and producing disseminated intravascular
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coagulation. Various researchers also appreciate the
hypovolemic shock that the surviving fetus experiences,
represents a substantial mechanism. As claimed by this
assumption, the deceased fetus reacts like a faucet action on
the survivor, which inherently bleeds to the deceased fetus,
lacking vascular resistance. This quick transfusion syndrome
is completed by the superficial AAA and VVA.1
Moreover, sIUFD in MC pregnancy, due to vascular
disturbance, may lead to optic nerve hypoplasia, limb
reduction abnormalities, and neural tube defects.112
However, MC twin pregnancies presenting sIUFD
continue to be difficult and high-risk. MC twin survivors are
at increased risk of brain damage, preterm birth or neonatal
morbidity and mortality.1,110–112

Discussion
Multiple pregnancies is in itself a special obstetric condition,
obviously with increased risk and outcome, and MC
twin pregnancy even more so, in view of the potential
complications caused by the special placental vascular
anastomoses in these cases.
Current statistics show a 2–3% incidence of multiple
pregnancies relative to the total number of births,113 so a
twin pregnancy is no longer a novel occurrence.
Advances in assisted reproduction techniques and the
increase in maternal age are the main factors that led to
these data.
Actually, Lewi114 considers that one in three spontaneous
multiples or 1 in 300 pregnancies interests an MC-DA twin
gestation.
Moreover, fertility protocols increase the probability
of MZ twinning from 1 in 250 to 1 in 50 following in vitro
fertilization (IVF) and to 1 in 25 subsequently to ovulation
induction.114
Obviously, MC twin pregnancies involve higher risks due
to split circulation.1
Multiple pregnancy dating is a first step in the
management of MC twins, so in the case of IVF this is done
by the date of oocyte sampling or the embryo age.114
In a spontaneous twin pregnancy, gestational age is
preferably established by means of the CRL measurement,
between 11 and 16+6 gw. The largest CRL must be taken into
account for assessing the gestational age, and after 14 gw,
the broadest head circumference would be indicated to be
used to date the pregnancy.114
The chorionicity issue and its early diagnosis are crucial
in multiple pregnancies.
H owe ve r, c h o r i o n i c i t y s h o u l d b e d i a g n o s e d
transabdominally or transvaginally previously to 13+6 gw,
and also objectified by imaging, because the risk of incorrect
classification rises by 10% with each additional week that has
exceeded this boundary.113
After the 1st trimester, amnion and chorion merge to
constitute the intertwin membrane, making it tough to
determine if identical sex twins are MC or DC.114

Interestingly, Ochsenbein-Kölble113 presents the empty
lambda sign, or a three-pointed star (as we also demonstrate in
Fig. 3) as a sign of MC through the two amniotic membranes
joining and subsequently forming the amniotic membrane.
It is also to be discussed that the lambda sign disappears
after 20 gw in about 7% of DC twin pregnancies,113,115 once
again emphasizing the value of diagnosing chorionicity as
early as possible.
The systematic diagnosis of chorioamnionicity in twin
pregnancies is fundamental to have an optimal clinical
management of multiple pregnancy.115
Amnionicity is frequently more arduous to establish
whereas the amnion, being a very thin layer, generally cannot
be visualized earlier than 8–10 gw.1,113,114
Ochsenbein-Kölble113 also states that YS diagnosis is not
enough relevant for the amnionicity assessment, because
two YSs can exist even in MA pregnancy reliant on the time
of the embryo splitting.
In contrast, umbilical cord twisting, evidenced by Doppler
US, is a highly useful and almost constantly present element
in order to confirm an MC-MA twin pregnancy.113
Lu e t a l . , 114 p u b l i s h e d t h e i n te g r a t i ve te r m
chorioamnionicity and also a series of pitfalls in assessing
it, meaning different twin sex in MC pregnancies caused
by sex chromosome anomalies, genital impairment in one
twin, or DZ twins having an MC placenta; false-negative and
false-positive λ sign emerging from different causes, and in
partial MC or DC placentas both T and lambda sign can be
concurrent; distinct placental structures in MC pregnancies
determined by bipartite placenta; intrauterine synechia
looking as a bulky and echogenic intrauterine septum may
determine an incorrect diagnosis of DC twins and mistakes
in establishing amnionicity by highlighting of thin intertwin
amniotic layers and the number of YSs.115
Monochorionic (MC) twin pregnancy assessment in the
1st trimester should also include screening for chromosomal
abnormalities, either by noninvasive or combined prenatal
tests, which are reliable in this case, being an MZ twin
pregnancy.1,113,114
Regarding the combined test in MC twins, Lewi114 considers
that when the nuchal translucency (NT) is above the 99th
centile (3.5 mm) or when the CRL discordance overcome 15%,
then almost half will proceed to either an early demise, TTTS
or sFGR.
Consecutively, Ochsenbein-Kölble113 admits that an NT
difference ≥20% or a CRL difference ≥10% can denote an
increased risk for the occurrence of TTTS or IUFD.
Moreover, given that MC twins have an increased risk
of structural abnormalities, almost half of which can be
diagnosed in the first trimester, an early anatomical survey
(11–14 gw) is recommended. At the same time, the twins must
be labeled, depending on their position and the umbilical
cord insertion in the placenta.114
Virtually all MC twins have vascular connections on
the placenta, which may result in the apparition of TTTS
in 10–15% of pregnancies, usually between 16 and 26 gw.113,114
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Khalil et al.44 state that in MC twin pregnancy, screening
for TTTS should start at 16 gw, with scans performed every
2 weeks afterward.
International consensus is that TTTS stage II-IV requires
therapy, while stage I may be considered for expectant
management.113
Twin-to-twin transfusion syndrome (TTTS) is less frequent
in MA twins with a prevalence of 6%, due to close umbilical
cord insertions and a multitude of anastomoses between the
two placental territories.41
On the other hand, TTTS can exist in an MC-DA twin pair
in triplet or higher-order pregnancies.42
However, many recent studies state that for TTTS
diagnosed between 16 and 26 gw, fetoscopic laser
coagulation of placental vascular anastomoses results in the
best outcome compared to other treatment options.41,113,114
Moreover, Ochsenbein-Kölble113 considers that this
technique results in survival of both twins in 60–70% of cases
and survival of at least one twin in 80–90% of the eligible
pregnancies.
The incidence of spontaneous TAPS is 1–5%, and is
typically diagnosed after 26 gw.113,114
Although there is a consensus on diagnostic criteria and
monitoring of TAPS,62 it still presents challenges in terms of
MCA-PSV cut-off or its discordance in order to guide prenatal
intervention. To appropriately consider the best treatment for
TAPS, an international randomized controlled trial is needed.54
Postnatal complications have been reported in TAPS babies,
such as thrombocytopenia, and polycythemia-hyperviscosity
syndrome, which can determine skin necrosis and multiple
ischemias in the extremities in the recipient, as well as kidney
impairments with increased creatinine values in the donor,
and serious brain anomalies in donor or recipient.65,113
Twin anemia polycythemia sequence (TAPS) can also
develop after laser treatment for TTTS, and this is another
challenge for MC twins.
Regarding TRAP, the discussion focuses on the timing of
intervention and on the technique by which this sequence
can be managed.
Currently, there does not exist any consensus in regards
to the timing for intervention in this pathology.77
Since the diagnosis of TRAP is possible from the
1st trimester, there are practically two alternatives
under discussion, that is, to wait for US signs of pump
-twin’s deterioration, avoiding an early intervention, and
accomplishing a precautionary intervention at 16–18 gw,
versus planning an intervention at 12 gw, apart of US findings,
in order to defend the pump twin from death between 12 and
16 gw.67
According to various recent studies mentioned above,
two aspects seem to influence the decision of the therapeutic
intervention, these meaning the weight of the acardiac fetus
and the heart failure with the subsequent changes, of the
pump twin.67,72,77
Therefore, TRAP sequence allows conser vative
management of pregnancy and systematic US surveillance
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if the weight ratio is <0.7 and absent US evidence of heart
failure and subsequent changes in pump twin.67,72,77
Hence, both the optimal timing for intervention and the
therapeutic technique remains a challenge in TRAP.
Structural abnormalities are doubly as frequent in
MC-DA twins as in singletons, and although they are MZ,
in 90% only one fetus is impacted.114 Additionally, MC twins
have a 2–3-fold higher risk of structural abnormalities in
comparison with DC twins, with both fetuses affected in 15%
of cases.113
Lewi113 states that aneuploidies, such as Down syndrome
is less common in MC pregnancy, but currently both fetuses
are affected.
However, there is a particular situation known as
heterokaryotypic MZ twinning, and Lewi et al.115 point
out the great rarity of this diagnosis when only one of the
twins has the chromosomal abnormality. In addition, only
amniocentesis of both sacs can diagnose such situations.114,116
Twin pregnancies complicated by sFGR are at increased
risk of perinatal mortality and morbidity.117
Khalil et al.116 coordinated an international group of
experts who developed the consensus definition and the
main reporting parameters of sFGR in twins.
According to this consensus, sFGR is defined when EFW of
one twin <3rd centile independent of chorionicity.117 For MC
twins at least two of the following four parameters, meaning
EFW <10th centile of one twin, the abdominal circumference
of one twin <10th centile, EFW discordance ≥25%, and
UA-pulsatility index >95th centile.117
These criteria, together with the classification of Gratacós
E et al.,108 actually outline the diagnosis of sFGR.
Even if in terms of multiple pregnancies in general,
and MC twins in particular, significant advances have been
recorded in recent decades, there are still remarkable
challenges in this field.
Starting right with the diagnosis of chorionicity, otherwise
essential, can be challenging, such as a MC twin pregnancy
complicated with TTTS presenting with an evident lambda
sign in the 1st trimester, as described by Yamashita et al.117
Fetoscopic laser therapy for TTTS can also be a challenge,
in the sense of the subsequent conversion of TTTS into TAPS.
Tollenaar et al.118 state that postlaser TAPS most often
occurs within one month after laser for TTTS, but may develop
up to 17 weeks after the initial surgery. The same authors
point out that management is especially expectant, but
fluctuates largely, spotlighting the absence of consensus on
the optimal therapy and heterogeneity of the condition. The
perinatal outcome is weak, especially due to the increased
rate of perinatal mortality in donor twins.118
Twin anemia polycythemia sequence (TAPS) in turn,
also has current challenges, even if there is a consensus
on diagnostic criteria and monitoring of this condition,62 it
still presents challenges in terms of MCA-PSV cut-off or its
discordance in order to guide prenatal intervention.
To adequately research the best therapy for TAPS, an
international randomized controlled trial is necessary.54
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Regarding TRAP, both the optimal timing for intervention
and the therapeutic technique are still challenging.
Although cord entanglement is no longer considered
the leading cause of perinatal mortality and morbidity in
MA twins, this accident is subject to hazard, so a challenge.
Last but not least, in the case of conjoined twins, both
the decision to continue the pregnancy and the emergency
or elective separation remain constant challenges.

K e y P o i n ts
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Early diagnosis of MC twins is essential and should be
performed up to 13+6 gw.
Early dating is important.
Amnionicity is also of paramount importance.
TTTS is the most frequent complication of MC twins.
TTTS is a quantitative disorder by volume difference.
Fetoscopic laser coagulation is the optimal treatment of
severe TTTS at midgestation.
TAPS is a rare complication.
TAPS is a qualitative disorder by large intertwin Hb
differences.
The optimal antenatal treatment for TAPS has not yet
been defined.
TRAP is a rare and severe complication of MC twins.
Timing of intervention in TRAP is decided by intertwin
weight ratio and the imminence of heart failure in
pump twin.
RFA seems to be the most efficient and reliable treatment
in TRAP.
MA twins are at high risk of adverse pregnancy outcomes.
Perinatal morbidity and mortality in MA twins are
caused by prematurity, congenital anomalies and cord
entanglement.
MA twins should be delivered by 33 gw by elective
cesarean section.
Conjoined twins are rare and can be diagnosed in the first
trimester of pregnancy.
In conjoined twins, counseling is imperative and
continuing the pregnancy is challenging.
VTS is more common in MC compared to DC twins.
MC twin pregnancies with VTS require careful surveillance
due to the increased perinatal morbidity.
sFGR is commonly associated with MC pregnancy.
sFGR twins are at increased risk of perinatal mortality and
morbidity.
sIUFD in MC twins have serious adverse outcomes in the
surviving fetus.
MC twin pregnancies with sIUFD are complex and
high-risk.
MC twins are at risk until birth.
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